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A very nice day to you all!
I hope this first edition of my newsletter finds you well. I must admit that I am a little nervous: I was
planning to announce the start of a new series of journals here and now - with leather covers with old maps
and illustrations printed on them. But unfortunately there is some more research required before I can really
launch this. But there are also good news:
My mini poetry book "du bist min, ich bin din" is still on display at the Scottish Poetry Library in Edinburgh,
and will be until November 27th. If you can make it, please tell me how the show was, and what books you
saw there beside mine!
I will discontinue my series of "Write it up!"-journals, and so, to
clear out my stashes, they are available at a discount now.
In their place I am now offering fully recycled jeans books: The
covers are made of recycled jeans with the backpocket on the
front cover to hold some small items, like a pen and an eraser.
The pages are made of a paper that invites rough sketches in
coal or graphite.
At the moment I dedicate a big chunk of my time to writing
about making books, rather than making them: I have had
frequent requests for Coptic binding instructions since I wrote
my book about Coptic headbands, and I finally started to work on this project. However, since there seem to
be no instructions or tutorials in German language on that topic available at all, I am writing in German this
time. I might translate it to English some time, but until this happens, a couple of newsletters will get written.
I generally love doing custom orders, so let me know if there is something I can do for you.
If you want to order a customized journal for the holidays, I would be very pleased! Just let me know before
November 21st, so that I can finish it, and get it into the mail in time.
And with this, I wish you wonderfully golden autumn days and quiet
evenings with a mug of chocolate or tea in the one hand, a pen in the other,
and a beautiful journal on the lap.
Hilke Kurzke
P.S.: At least that is my wish to you if you are living on the Northern
Hemisphere. A very beautiful and cheerful spring to everyone from down
under!

If you received this newsletter accidentally, would prefer to read it in German, or don't want to receive it at all, simply send an email to
contact@buechertiger.de.
Wenn Sie diesen Newsletter lieber auf Deutsch lesen würden, oder abbestellen möchten, Schicken Sie einfach eine entsprechende Email an
contact@buechertiger.de.

